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Abstract
In this paper, we mainly focus on the properties of word-paired catenations of regular languages and related languages. We
propose a characterization of local regular languages from the viewpoint of word-paired catenation. We also investigate the
properties of languages such that the word-paired catenations are regular-free. The languages, on condition that the word-paired
catenations of these languages and their complements or reverses are regular, are studied too.
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1. Introduction
Let X be a non-empty set of symbols (so-called letters), which we call an alphabet. ThenX∗ denotes the free monoid generated
by X, that is, the set of all words over X, including the empty word 1, and X+ =X∗\{1}. For any word w in X∗, the number of
letters occurring in w is denoted by lg(w). Let |L| be the cardinality of a language L. Every subset of X∗ is called a language
over X. The free monoid X∗ can be made into a totally ordered set by many different kind of orders. One well-known example
of total orders on X∗ is the standard (total) order, which is deﬁned by such a way that the shorter words preceed the longer
ones in this order and that two distinct words with the same length are ordered as the lexicographical arrangement of words in a
dictionary.
Suppose that  1 and  2 are two total orders on X∗. Note that X∗ is a countably inﬁnite set. Then for any two inﬁnite
languages L1, L2 ⊆ X∗,
(L1, 1)= {u1 1u2 1 · · · 1un 1 · · ·}
and
(L2, 2)= {v1 2v2 2 · · · 2vn 2 · · ·}
are also totally ordered sets. Denote by L1$L2 the ordered catenation of L1 and L2, which is deﬁned by L1$L2 = {uivi |
ui ∈ L1, vi ∈ L2}. The notion of ordered catenations, which was initiated by Shyr, can be extended to ﬁnite languages by
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considering a ﬁnite language {w1, . . . , wn} as {w1, . . . , wn, 1, 1, . . .}. In [9], this useful tool is applied to study the disjunctive
decompositions of languages. It turns out that some of the known context-free and context-sensitive languages are ordered
catenations of regular languages, for instance, the context-free languages {anbn | n 1} and {ww˜ | w ∈ X+, w˜ is the mirror
image of w}, the context-sensitive languages {anbncn | n 1} and {w2 | w ∈ X∗}.
It is a natural question to ask: what other ways do we have to add variety on the topics concerned with ordered catenations?
Therefore, there is a very intuitive and mathematical reason for generalizing the notion of ordered catenations. This point of
view strongly motivates the investigation reported on in the present paper. Our generalization is as follows: Let h : X∗ → X∗
be a mapping of words over X. The word-paired catenation h : 2X∗ → 2X∗ of languages with respect to h is deﬁned
by h(L) = {uh(u) | u ∈ L}. For a non-empty language L and its image h(L) equipped with some total orders  1 and
 2 respectively, h is said to be order-preserving on L if h(u) 2h(v) holds whenever u, v ∈ L with u 1v. Note that the
word-paired catenation h(L) and the ordered catenation L$h(L) coincide whenever h is order-preserving on L. Especially,
h(L) = {w2 | w ∈ L} is the ordered catenation of L and itself, denoted by L(2), when h(w) = w for every w ∈ X∗.
Moreover, some other word-paired operations such as the word-paired insertions of languages [4] can also be considered. The
insertion-primitive words [5] can be deﬁned by using the word-paired insertions.
Suppose that a non-empty language L can be decomposed into two non-empty languages L1 and L2 in terms of word-paired
catenations, that is, there exists a mapping h such that h(L1)=L2 andL=h(L1). It is noteworthy that |L1| |h(L1)|. Thus such
a decomposition will be restricted to the case when |L1| |L2|. For the case when |L1|< |L2|, one may redeﬁne the word-paired
catenation h by h(L) = {h(u)u | u ∈ L} to obtain effortlessly the counterpart of this paper. For example, the counterpart of
Proposition 5 may be made by replacing preﬁx with sufﬁx. In this paper, we always consider the case when |L1| |L2|. Thus
we adopt the former deﬁnition of word-paired catenation rather than the latter one.
The paper is organized as follows: following this introduction, Section 2 contains some basic notations and notions, and some
properties of word-paired catenations of languages in some general sense. The well-known property that 1/2(L) is regular for
every regular language provides us a motivation to study the word-paired catenations of languages. In other words, if we know
something about 1/2(L), then we are going to ﬁnd the related properties of L. A language is called regular-free if every inﬁnite
subset of it is not regular. We show that the word-paired catenation (resp., L) is regular-free for any inﬁnite preﬁx code (resp.,
1/2(L)). In Section 3, we show the conditions of a regular component (single loop) such that its word-paired catenation is regular.
Furthermore, in Section 4, we focus mainly on the word-paired catenations of regular languages with respect to the identity
mapping. We show that the ordered catenation of a language and itself is regular if and only if this language is a local regular
language. On the other hand, the properties of the word-paired catenations of regular-free languages are investigated in Section
5. We show that a local language is regular-free if and only if the ordered catenation of this language and itself is regular-free.
For w ∈ X∗, let w denote the complement of w. Section 6 is dedicated to study languages for which the word-paired catenations
of these languages are regular whenever h(w) = w for every w ∈ X∗. In Section 7, we investigate languages of which the
word-paired catenations with respect to the reverse mapping are regular.
Items not deﬁned here or in the subsequent sections can be found in the book [3].We identify singleton sets with their elements
without special mention in the sequel.
2. Word-paired catenations of languages
Let X be a ﬁnite alphabet with at least two elements if it is not mentioned specially. For a given languageL ⊆ X∗, the principal
congruence PL determined by L is deﬁned as follows:
u ≡ v(PL) ⇐⇒ (xuy ∈ L ⇐⇒ xvy ∈ L, ∀x, y ∈ X∗).
It is well known that the language L is accepted by a ﬁnite automaton if and only if L has ﬁnite PL congruence classes, that is,
PL is of ﬁnite index. A language which is accepted by a ﬁnite automaton is called a regular language [3]. For any L ⊆ X∗, let
1/2(L)= {x | xy ∈ L and lg(x)= lg(y) for some y ∈ X∗}.
It is known that 1/2(L) is regular for any regular language L (see [3] p. 73). This yields the following properties concerning the
word-paired catenation of languages with respect to length-preserving mappings.
Proposition 1. Let h : X∗ → X∗ be a mapping such that lg(h(w))= lg(w) for anyw ∈ X∗. Then h(L) being regular implies
that L is regular.
Proof. Since 1/2(h(L))= L for any L, h(L) being regular implies that L is regular. 
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Corollary 2. Let h : X∗ → X∗ be a mapping such that lg(h(w))= lg(w) for any w ∈ X∗. Then h(L) is regular-free for any
inﬁnite regular-free language L.
From the deﬁnition of word-paired catenations, it is true that h(A∪B)= h(A)∪ h(B) for any two languages A and B. A
mapping h is called strictly order-preserving if foru, v ∈ X∗, lg(h(u))< lg(h(v))whenever lg(u)< lg(v) and lg(h(u))=lg(h(v))
whenever lg(u) = lg(v). Next, we consider the following property concerning the intersection of two word-paired catenations
of languages with respect to strictly order-preserving mappings.
Proposition 3. Let h be a strictly order-preserving mapping. Then for any two languages A and B, h(A∩B)=h(A)∩h(B).
Proof. By deﬁnition, h(A ∩ B) ⊆ h(A) ∩ h(B). Now, let u ∈ A and v ∈ B such that uh(u) = vh(v). Since h is strictly
order-preserving, if lg(u)< lg(v) or lg(v)< lg(u), then lg(h(u))< lg(h(v)) or lg(h(v))< lg(h(u)), respectively. This yields
uh(u) = vh(v), a contradiction. Thus lg(u)= lg(v). This in conjunction with uh(u)=vh(v) yields u=v. Thus h(A)∩h(B) ⊆
h(A ∩ B). 
A language L ⊆ X+ is called a preﬁx code if L ∩ LX+ = ∅. In [9], Shyr proposed the following property concerning the
word-paired catenations of preﬁx codes.
Proposition 4. Let h be a strictly order-preserving mapping. Then L being an inﬁnite preﬁx code implies that h(L) is regular-
free.
For u, v,w ∈ X∗, if u= vw, then v is a preﬁx of u, denoted by v pu. A mapping h is injective if h(u)= h(v) implies u= v.
In fact, the assertion in Proposition 4 holds for any injective mapping h. That is,
Proposition 5. Let h be an injective mapping. Then h(L) is regular-free for any inﬁnite preﬁx code L.
Proof. Let L be an inﬁnite preﬁx code and S an inﬁnite subset of h(L). Then S = {uih(ui) | i 1} for some distinct words
ui ∈ L, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . We claim that ui /≡ uj (PS) for all i < j . Since uih(ui) ∈ S, it sufﬁces to show that ujh(ui) /∈ S. If
ujh(ui) ∈ S, then ujh(ui)= ukh(uk) for some k. As L is a preﬁx-code, we have uj = uk , which yields h(ui)= h(uk)= h(uj ).
From the injectivity of h, it follows that ui = uj , which contradicts the fact that ui and uj are distinct words in L. Therefore, S
is not regular and h(L) is regular-free. 
3. Word-paired catenation of regular components
It is known that every inﬁnite regular language contains a subset of the form uv∗w for some u,w ∈ X∗ and v ∈ X+. A
language of the form uv+w for some u,w ∈ X∗ and v ∈ X+ is called a regular component. Note that uv+w ⊆ uv∗w. In this
section, we are going to investigate the word-paired catenations of regular components.
For u, v ∈ X+, u is called a power of v if u = vi for some integer i 1. A nonempty word u is called primitive if u is not a
power of any other word. We let Q be the set of all primitive words over X. It is known that every word u ∈ X+ is a power of
a unique primitive word [7]. If u= pi , p ∈ Q, i 1, then p is called the primitive root of u, denoted by√u. For characterizing
regular components uv+w such that h(uv+w) is regular, we quote the following properties concerning primitive words.
Lemma 6 (Shyr and Thierrin [10]). Let uv= f i , u, v ∈ X+, f ∈ Q, i 1. Then vu= gi for some g ∈ Q.
Note that g is a conjugate of f, that is, g = f2f1 and f = f1f2 for some f1, f2 ∈ X∗.
Lemma 7 (Lyndon and Schützenberger [7]). Let uv = vu, u = 1 and v = 1, then u and v are powers of a common primitive
word.
Lemma 8 (Lyndon and Schützenberger [7]). If um = vn and m, n 1, then u and v are powers of a common word.
Lemma 9 (Lyndon and Schützenberger [7]). If uv = vw for some u, v,w ∈ X∗ with u = 1, then there exist x, y ∈ X∗ and
k 0 such that u= xy, v = x(yx)k and w = yx.
Lemma 10 (Lyndon and Schützenberger [7]). Let u, v ∈ Q, u = v. Then umvn ∈ Q for all m 2 and n 2.
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Lemma 11 (Chu and Town [1]). Let u, v ∈ Q. If u2 = vkw, k 2 and w pv, then u= v.
A characterization concerning the language related to the case of h(uv+w) being regular is shown in [6] as follows:
Proposition 12 (Latteux and Thierrin [6]). Let L= {xunyvnz | n 0}. Then L is regular if and only if u = 1 and v = 1 imply
u+y ∩ yv+ = ∅.
Proposition 13. For u, v ∈ X+ and w ∈ X∗, u+w ∩ wv+ = ∅ if and only if there exist f1, f2 ∈ X∗ such that f1f2 ∈ Q,
u= (f1f2)i , w = (f1f2)j f1 and v = (f2f1)k for some i, k 1 and j 0.
Proof. Suppose u+w ∩ wv+ = ∅. There exist i, j 1 such that uiw = wvj . From Lemma 9, there exist x, y ∈ X∗ and k 0
such that ui =xy,w=x(yx)k and vj =yx. Let√u=f ∈ Q. Then u=f r1 for some r1 1. Thus ui =f ir1 =xy. Let x=f s1f1
and y = f2f s2 for some f1, f2 ∈ X∗ and s1, s2 0 such that f = f1f2 and s1 + s2 = ir1 − 1. Then w= (xy)kx = f ikr1+s1f1
and vj = yx = (f2f1)ir1 . In view of Lemma 6, we have f2f1 ∈ Q. This in conjunction with Lemma 8 yields that v is a power
of f2f1.
Conversely, let u= (f1f2)i , w = (f1f2)j f1 and v = (f2f1)k for some i, k 1, j 0 and f1, f2 ∈ X∗ such that f1f2 ∈ Q.
Then ukw = (f1f2)ik+j f1 = wvi . Thus u+w ∩ wv+ = ∅. 
From Propositions 12 and 13, we have the following result immediately.
Proposition 14. For u1, u2, w1, w2 ∈ X∗ and v1, v2 ∈ X+, let h(u1vi1w1)= u2vi2w2 for i 1. Then h(u1v+1 w1) is regular
if and only if there exist f1, f2 ∈ X∗ such that f1f2 ∈ Q, v1 = (f1f2)i , w1u2 = (f1f2)j f1 and v2 = (f2f1)k for some i, k 1
and j 0.
Proposition 15. Let h : X∗ → X∗ be a mapping such that lg(h(w))= lg(w) for any w ∈ X∗. If u,w ∈ X∗ and v ∈ X+, then
the following three statements are equivalent:
(1) vkwh(u)= wh(u)(h(v))k for some k 1;
(2) h(uv+w) is regular;
(3) there exist f1, f2 ∈ X∗ such that f1f2 ∈ Q, v= (f1f2)i ,wh(u)= (f1f2)j f1 and h(v)= (f2f1)i for some i 1 and j 0.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) is immediate from Proposition 12. The fact that h is length-preserving in conjunction with Proposition 14
yields (2)⇒ (3). (3)⇒ (1) is immediate. 
For example: let X = {a, b} and h : X∗ → X∗ be deﬁned as h(a)= b and h(b)= a. Consider u= b, v = ab and w = (ab)2.
Then h(uv+w)= {b(ab)i(ab)2a(ba)i(ba)2 | i 1} = (ba)5((ba)2)+ is regular.
In the sequel, we are going to study the word-paired catenations of languages with respect to the identity mapping, the
complement mapping and the reverse mapping which are length-preserving, strictly order-preserving and injective.
4. Word-paired catenation of regular languages with the identity mapping
Let h(w) = w for w ∈ X+. Then h(X+) = {u2 | u ∈ X+} is a context-sensitive language but not necessarily a regular
language. The converse of Proposition 1 is not true. This section is dedicated to study properties of languages L such that the
word-paired catenations h(L) with respect to the identity mapping h is regular.
Proposition 16. Let L ⊆ X∗ and h(w)= w for every w ∈ X∗. If x ∈ h(L) ∩ uv+wuv+w for some v ∈ X+ and u,w ∈ X∗,
then v and wu are powers of a common primitive word or x = uviwuviw for some i 1.
Proof. Let x ∈ h(L) ∩ uv+wuv+w. Then x = y2 = uviwuvjw for some y ∈ L and i, j 1. Suppose i = j . Without loss of
generality, let i > j . From Lemma 6, we have that vjwuvjwuvi−j = y21 for some conjugate y1 of y. If i − j 2, then Lemma
10 yields
√
vjwu =√v, i.e.,√wu =√v. If i − j = 1, then v pvjwu. By Lemma 11,
√
vjwu =
√
y21 =
√
vjwuvjwuv. Thus√
vjwu=√v =√wu. 
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Proposition 17. Let h(w)= w for every w ∈ X∗. A language L ⊆ X∗ such that h(L) is regular implies that for any inﬁnite
regular component uv+w ⊆ L, v and wu are powers of a common primitive word.
Proof. Suppose that h(L) is regular. Let uv+w ⊆ L be an inﬁnite regular component. Then h(uv+w) ⊆ h(L)∩uv+wuv+w.
By Proposition 16, either h(L) ∩ uv+wuv+w = h(uv+w) or v and wu are powers of a common word. It is sufﬁcient to show
that h(L) ∩ uv+wuv+w = h(uv+w) implies the same result that v and wu are powers of a common word. Since regular
languages are closed under intersection, h(uv+w) is regular. By Proposition 15, v = (f1f2)i = (f2f1)i for some i 1. By
Lemma 7, we have either that
√
f1 =
√
f2 or that f1 = 1 or f2 = 1. This yields that v and wu are powers of a common
word. 
Proposition 17 in conjunction with Lemma 6 yields the following corollary.
Corollary 18. Let h(w) = w for every w ∈ X∗. A language L ⊆ X∗ such that h(L) is regular implies that for any inﬁnite
subset uv+wx+y ⊆ L, where u,w, y ∈ X∗ and v, x ∈ X+, there exists f ∈ Q such that uv+wx+y ⊆ f ∗.
A language is called local if it is a subset of a ﬁnite union of sets for which each set is the star closure of some primitive
word (see [13]). Consider a deterministic ﬁnite automaton (shortly dfa) M = (S,X, , q0, F ) and a word u = a1a2 . . . am ∈
X∗, where a1, a2, . . . , am ∈ X. Then a sequence of states qi0 , qi1 , . . . , qim ∈ S is a path of u on M iff (qij−1 , aj ) = qij ,
1 jm. A path of u on M is simple iff for 0 r < sm, qir = qis implies r = 0 and s = m. That is, there do not exist
two states in a simple path being the same state except the case where the ﬁrst state may equal the last state. A path of u
on M is dipolar-simple iff the path is simple and the ﬁrst state is not equal to the last state. A path of u on M is unipolar-
simple iff the path is simple and the ﬁrst state is equal to the last state. If qi0 , qi1 , . . . , qim is a path of u with qi0 = q0 and
qim ∈ F , then the path of u on M is called the trace of u. (Since M is deterministic, a trace of a word is unique.) The trace
of u is called simple (dipolar-simple or unipolar-simple) iff the path of u is simple (dipolar-simple or unipolar-simple). A
path qi0 , qi1 , . . . , qim is a loop if qi0 = qim . The trace B = (q0, q1, . . . , qn) of a word u accepted by M has a unifying loop
iff there is a loop qi, qi+1, . . . , qj of B,0 i < j n, such that q0, q1, . . . , qi is a dipolar-simple path, qi, qi+1, . . . , qj is a
unipolar-simple path and qi+k = qj+k for every 0 k n− j . A characterization of local regular languages is proposed in [13]
as follows:
Proposition 19. Let L ⊆ X+ be a regular language and letM = (S,X, , q0, F ) be a dfa accepting L. Then L is local if and
only if
(1) every trace of a word u ∈ L contains either a unifying loop or no loop, and
(2) if for u, v ∈ X+, the trace of uv ∈ L contains a unifying loop, which is the path of v, then√u=√v.
Proposition 19 can be rewritten as the following corollary.
Corollary 20. A regular language L ⊆ X+ is local if and only if there exist ﬁnitely many fi ∈ Q, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, such that
L=⋃ni=1f kii (f jii )∗, where ki , ji 0 are some related integers for each fi .
A scattered subpath of a path q0, q1, · · · , qn is a path qi0 , qi1 , . . . , qim such that qij ∈ {q0, q1, . . . , qn}, j = 0, 1, . . . , m, and
i0< i1< · · ·< im. The traces of two words u and v have the same simple subtrace if there is a word w accepted byM such that
the trace of w is simple, has the same last state as the last states of the traces of u and v, and is a scattered subpath of both the
traces of u and v. Here, we get another characterization of local regular languages.
Proposition 21. Let h(w)= w for every w ∈ X∗. A language L ⊆ X∗ is local regular if and only if h(L) is regular.
Proof. Suppose that L is a local regular language. By Corollary 20, there exist ﬁnitely many fi ∈ Q, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, such that
L=⋃ni=1f kii (f jii )∗, where ki , ji 0 are some related integers for each fi . Then h(L)=⋃ni=1f 2kii (f 2jii )∗ is also a regular
language.
Conversely, let L be a language such that h(L) is regular. By Proposition 1, L is regular. Let M be a dfa which ac-
cepts L. Since M has only ﬁnite states, there are ﬁnitely many simple paths. From Corollary 18, words accepted by M
such that their traces have the same simple subtrace and each of the traces contains loops are powers of a common
word. Therefore, there are ﬁnitely many f1, f2, . . . , fn ∈ Q such that L ⊆
⋃n
i=1f ∗i . That is, L is a local regular
language. 
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5. Word-paired catenation of regular-free languages with the identity mapping
In this section, we investigate properties of languages such that the word-paired catenations of them are regular-free. Corollary
2 shows that h(L) is regular-free for any inﬁnite regular-free language L ⊆ X∗ whenever h is a length-preserving mapping.
Furthermore, for word-paired catenations with respect to the identity mapping, we have the following property concerning
regular-free languages.
Proposition 22. Let h(w) = w for every w ∈ X∗ and L a local language. Then L is regular-free if and only if h(L) is
regular-free.
Proof. By Corollary 2, L being regular-free implies that h(L) is regular-free. Conversely, suppose that L is not regular-free.
Then there exists an inﬁnite regular subset L′ ⊆ L. Since every subset of a local language is local, L′ is local. By Proposition
21, h(L′) is an inﬁnite regular subset of h(L). That is, h(L) is not regular-free. 
The condition that L is a local language in Proposition 22 is necessary. Otherwise, for example, let X = {a, b} and L= ab+.
Then L is a regular language. But h(L)= {abiabi | i 1}, where h(w)= w for any w ∈ X∗, is regular-free. In the following,
we are going to derive a characterization of regular components uv+w such that h(uv+w) is regular-free.
Proposition 23. For u1, u2, w1, w2 ∈ X∗ and v1, v2 ∈ X+, let h(u1vi1w1)= u2vi2w2 for i 1. Then h(u1v+1 w1) is regular-
free if and only if h(u1v+1 w1) is not regular.
Proof. If h(u1v+1 w1) is regular-free, then by the deﬁnition of regular-free languages, h(u1v
+
1 w1) is not regular. Conversely,
suppose that h(u1v
+
1 w1) is not regular-free. Then there exists an inﬁnite regular subset L of h(u1v
+
1 w1). Since L is an
inﬁnite regular language, there exist u, v,w ∈ X∗, v = 1, such that uv+w ⊆ L. That is, uv+w ⊆ h(u1v+1 w1). By the
deﬁnitions of h and h, for each j 1, there exists kj 1 such that uvjw = u1vkj1 w1u2v
kj
2 w2. Comparing the lengths of uv
jw
and u1v
kj
1 w1u2v
kj
2 w2 for different j, we have kj = k1j . Let k = k1. Then uvjw = u1vkj1 w1u2vkj2 w2 for any j 1. From
Propositions 12 and 13, we have v1 = (f1f2)i1 , w1u2 = (f1f2)i2f1 and v2 = (f2f1)i3 for some f1, f2 ∈ X∗ with f1f2 ∈ Q,
and for some i1, i3 1 and i2 0. By Proposition 14, h(u1v+1 w1) is regular, a contradiction. 
Proposition 14 in conjunction with Proposition 23 yields the following result.
Proposition 24. For u1, u2, w1, w2 ∈ X∗ and v1, v2 ∈ X+, let h(u1vi1w1) = u2vi2w2 for i 1. Then the following three
statements are equivalent:
(1) h(u1v+1 w1) is regular;
(2) v1 = (f1f2)i1 , w1u2 = (f1f2)i2f1 and v2 = (f2f1)i3 for some f1, f2 ∈ X∗ with f1f2 ∈ Q, and for some i1, i3 1 and
i2 0;
(3) h(u1v+1 w1) is not regular-free.
6. Word-paired catenation with the complement mapping
Let X = {a1, . . . , an} ∪ {b1, . . . , bn}, where {a1, . . . , an} ∩ {b1, . . . , bn} = ∅. Let ai = bi and bi = ai , 1 i n. For any
w = c1c2 · · · cm, ci ∈ X, the complement w of w is deﬁned as w = c1c2 · · · cm. In this section, we let h(w) = w for w ∈ X∗.
Let X = {a, b}, h(a)= b and h(b)= a. The language h(a+)= {anbn | n 1}is a well-known context-free language.
Proposition 25. Let w ∈ X+. Then w is a conjugate of w if and only if w = (uu¯)n for some u ∈ X+ and n 1.
Proof. Suppose thatw is a conjugate ofw. Sincew = w, there existf1, g1 ∈ X+ such thatw=f1g1 andw=g1f1.That is,g1f1=
f¯1g¯1. If lg(f1)= lg(g1) then the assertion holds. Now, we consider the case that lg(f1) = lg(g1). Since ¯¯u= u for any u ∈ X+,
without loss of generality, let lg(f1)< lg(g1). Then f1<s g1 and f1<p g1. That is, f1<d g1. By Lemma 9, there exist f2, g2 ∈
X∗ and k1 0 such thatf1 = f2(g2f2)k1 and g1 = f2(g2f2)k1+1. If f2 = 1, then f1 = gk12 and g1 = gk1+12 . This in conjunction
with g1f1 = f¯1g¯1 yields g2k1+1gk12 = g2k1gk1+12 which implies that g2 = g2; hence g2 = 1. Thus w= f1g1 = gk12 g2k1+1 = 1,
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a contradiction. Similarly, g2 = 1. The fact w = f1g1 = g1f1 yields f2(g2f2)k1f2(g2f2)k1+1 = f2(g2f2)k1+1f2(g2f2)k1 .
Then g2f2 = f2g2 and w = f1g2f2f1. Since w has ﬁnite length, there exist f1, f2, . . . , fn, g1, g2, . . . , gn ∈ X+ for some
n 2 such that fr = fr+1(gr+1fr+1)kr and gr = fr+1(gr+1fr+1)kr+1 for 1 r n − 1, and such that lg(fn) = lg(gn) and
gj fj = fj gj for 1 j n. This implies that fn = gn, gn = fn, fn−1 = fn(fnfn)kn−1and gn−1 = fn(fnfn)kn−1+1. This yields
figi = (fnfn)(2ki+1)···(2kn−1+1) for 1 i n− 1 and w = (fnfn)(2k1+1)···(2kn−1+1). 
Propositions 15 and 25 yield the following result.
Proposition 26. Let h(x)= x¯ for x ∈ X∗, u,w ∈ X∗ and v ∈ X+. Then the following three statements are equivalent:
(1) h(uv+w) is regular;
(2) v = (f f¯ )i and wu¯= f (f¯ f )j for some f ∈ X+, i 1 and j 0;
(3) vkwu¯= wu¯v¯k for some k 1.
Before going further, we quote the following lemma concerning word powers from [7], which is needed in the sequel.
Lemma 27 (Lyndon and Schützenberger [7]). If u and v have powers um and vn with a common initial segment of length
lg(u)+ lg(v), then u and v are powers of a common word.
It is also true that if u and v have powers um and vn with a common ending segment of length lg(u)+ lg(v), then u and v are
powers of a common word. The following proposition shows that the word-paired catenation with respect to the complement
mapping is quite different from that with respect to the identity mapping.
Proposition 28. Let h(w)= w for w ∈ X∗. Then h(L) is regular-free for any local language L.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a local language L such that h(L) is not regular-free. Then there is an inﬁnite regular subset
R of h(L). By the Pumping Lemma of regular languages, there exist u,w ∈ X∗ and v ∈ X+ such that uv∗w ⊆ R. The
fact that L is local in conjunction with Proposition 3 yields that there exist ﬁnitely many qi ∈ Q, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, such that
h(L) =
⋃n
i=1 h(L ∩ q∗i ) =
⋃n
i=1 (h(L) ∩ h(q∗i )) = h(L) ∩
⋃n
i=1h(q∗i ). As uv∗w ⊆ R is an inﬁnite subset of h(L),
there exists q ∈ {qi | i=1, 2, . . . , n} such that |uv∗w∩h(q∗)|=∞. There exists k > lg(uv2w)+ lg(q) such that qkq¯k ∈ uv∗w.
From the choice of k, we get q¯kqk = (f2f1)rf2wuf 1(f2f1)s for some f1, f2 ∈ X∗ such that v = f1f2 and for some r, s 2
such that lg(vq¯)< lg((f2f1)r )< lg(q¯k) and lg(vq)< lg((f2f1)s)< lg(qk). This in conjunction with Lemma 27 and q ∈ Q
(q¯ ∈ Q) yields q¯j = f2f1 = qj for some j 1, which contradicts the fact that q = q¯. Therefore, h(L) is regular-free for any
local language L. 
Proposition 1 shows that h(L) being regular implies that L is regular. In the following, we are going to show some properties
of the regular language L when h(L) is regular.
Proposition 29. Let h(x)= x for x ∈ X∗ and L ⊆ X∗. If h(L) is regular and uv+w ⊆ L for some u,w ∈ X∗ and v ∈ X+,
then h(uv+w) is regular.
Proof. Leth(L) be regular and uv+w ⊆ L for someu,w ∈ X∗ and v ∈ X+. Clearly,h(uv+w) ⊆ h(L)∩uv+wu¯v¯+w¯. Since
regular languages are closed under intersection, h(L) ∩ uv+wu¯v¯+w¯ is regular. It follows that h(uv+w) is regular whenever
h(uv
+w)=h(L)∩uv+wu¯v¯+w¯. Now, we suppose h(uv+w) ⊂ h(L)∩uv+wu¯v¯+w¯.That is, there exists x ∈ L\uv+w such
that xx¯ = uvj1wu¯v¯j2 w¯ for some distinct positive integers j1 and j2. Without loss of generality, let j1<j2. Then x = uvj1wy1
and x¯ = u¯y2v¯j1 w¯ for some y1, y2 ∈ X+. Moreover, we have lg(y1)= lg(y2) and y1u¯y2 = u¯v¯j2−j1 . In view of Proposition 26,
the proof will be completed if we show that the equality vkwu¯=wu¯v¯kholds for some positive integer k. In order to do this, we
consider the following cases:
Case (1): j2 − j1 = 1. Then y1u¯y2 = u¯v¯ and lg(y1) = lg(y2) = 12 lg(v). Hence v¯ = y4y2 for some y4 ∈ X+. This implies
that y1u¯= u¯y4. Since vw<s ¯¯x = x, v = y4y2, and y2wy1<s vwy1<s x, we have y4y2w = vw = y2wy1. This in conjunction
with lg(y2w)= lg(wy1) yields y4 = y2. Thus v= y22.In view of y1u¯y2 = u¯v¯= u¯y22 , we get y1u¯= u¯y2, i.e., wy1u¯=wu¯y2. By
x=uy22j1wy1= ¯¯x=uy22j1+1w, we havewy1=y2w. This implies y2wu¯=wu¯y2. Note that v(wu¯)=y2(y2w)u¯=y2(wy1)u¯=
y2(wy1u¯)= y2(wu¯y2)= (y2wu¯)y2 = (wu¯y2)y2 = wu¯v¯.
Case (2): j2 − j1 2. Let n = j2 − j1. Then y1u¯y2 = u¯v¯n and n lg(v) = 2 lg(y1) = 2 lg(y2). We consider the following
subcases:
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Subcase (2-1): n is even. In view of y1u¯y2= u¯v¯n, we have y2= v¯
n
2 and y1u¯= u¯y2. Thuswy1u¯=wu¯y2. Since x=uvj1wy1=
¯¯x=uy2vj1w=uvj1v
n
2w and lg(wy1)= lg(y2w),wy1=y2w. This in conjunction with y1u¯= u¯y2 yields y2wu¯=wy1u¯=wu¯y2,
i.e., v
n
2wu¯= wu¯v¯ n2 .
Subcase (2-2): n is odd. In view of n lg(v) = 2 lg(y2), lg(v) is even. Since y1u¯y2 = u¯v¯n, y2 = y3v¯
n−1
2 for some y3 ∈
X+. Note that lg(y3) = 12 lg(v) and y1u¯y3 = u¯v¯
n−1
2 +1
. It follows that v¯ = y4y3 for some y4 ∈ X+ and lg(y4) = lg(y3).
On the other hand, x = uvj1wy1 = ¯¯x = uy2vj1w yields (y4y3)j1wy1 = y2vj1w = y3v
n−1
2 vj1w = y3(y4y3)
n−1
2 +j1w. Thus
y4y3 = y3y4. This in conjunction with lg(y3) = lg(y4) yields y3 = y4. Hence, v = y32. By y1u¯y3 = u¯v¯
n−1
2 +1, v¯ = y23 and
y2 = y3v¯
n−1
2 , we have y1u¯= u¯y2,which yields wy1u¯=wu¯y2. Note that vj1wy1 = y2vj1w = vj1y2w. Therefore, wy1 = y2w
and vnwu¯= y22wu¯= y2(y2wu¯)= y2(wy1u¯)= y2(wu¯y2)= (wy1u¯)y2 = wu¯y22 = wu¯v¯n. 
In [8], a regular component is also called a single loop. Every regular language can be expressed as (⋃i∈ uiv+i wi) ∪ F ,
where  is an index set, ui, wi ∈ X∗, vi ∈ X+, i ∈ , and F is a ﬁnite set. This expression is called a single-loop-
representation (s-representation) of a language. A language is called ﬁnite-single-loop-representable (fs-representable) if it has
an s-representation with ﬁnite index [12]. Clearly, every fs-representable language is regular. Proposition 29 in conjunction with
the deﬁnition of fs-representable languages and the closure property of regular languages under ﬁnite union yields the following
property:
Corollary 30. Let h(w) = w for w ∈ X∗ and L be an fs-representable language with an s-representation ⋃ni=1uiv+i wi ∪ F
for some ui, wi ∈ X∗, vi ∈ X+, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and for some ﬁnite set F. Then h(L) is regular if and only if h(uiv+i wi) is
regular for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
7. Word-paired catenation with the reverse mapping
Let w= a1a2 · · · an for some ai ∈ X, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The reverse (or mirror image) of w is the word an · · · a2a1, denoted by
ŵ. It is clear that ŵ=w for anyw ∈ X∗. Let L1=a+b, L2=ba+ and h(w)= ŵ forw ∈ X∗. Then h(L1)={aib2ai | i 1} is
regular-freewhereash(L2)=b(a2)+b is regular. In this section,we investigate properties of languages such that theword-paired
catenations of these languages with respect to the reverse mapping are regular.
Proposition 31. Let h(w) = ŵ for w ∈ X∗ and L ⊆ X∗. If h(L) is regular, then for any uv+w ⊆ L, where u,w ∈ X∗ and
v ∈ X+, h(uv+w) is regular.
Proof. Let h(L) be regular and uv+w ⊆ L for some u,w ∈ X∗ and v ∈ X+. Then
∣∣h(L) ∩ uv+wŵv̂+û∣∣=∞. Since regular
languages are closed under intersection, h(L) ∩ uv+wŵv̂+û is regular. If h(L) ∩ uv+wŵv̂+û= h(uv+w) ∩ uv+wŵv̂+û,
then h(uv+w) is regular. Now, suppose there exists x ∈ L\uv+wsuch that xx̂ = uvj1wŵv̂j2 û for some j1, j2 0 with j1 =
j2. Without loss of generality, let j1<j2. Then x = uvj1wy for some y ∈ X+. Thus x̂ = ŷŵv̂j1 û, which in conjunction with
xx̂=uvj1wŵv̂j2 ûyieldsyŷŵ=ŵv̂j2−j1 .It follows thatwyŷŵ=wŵv̂j2−j1 .Note thatvj2−j1wŵ=̂(wyŷŵ)=wyŷŵ=wŵv̂j2−j1 .
In view of Proposition 15, the proof is completed. 
Proposition 31 in conjunction with the deﬁnition of fs-representable languages and the closure property of regular languages
under ﬁnite union yields the following property:
Corollary 32. Let h(w) = ŵ for w ∈ X∗ and L an fs-representable language with an s-representation⋃ni=1uiv+i wi ∪ F for
some ui, wi ∈ X∗, vi ∈ X+, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and for some ﬁnite set F. Then h(L) is regular if and only if h(uiv+i wi) is
regular for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
A word w is called palindrome if w = ŵ. From Proposition 14 and Corollary 32, we get the following properties
immediately.
Corollary 33. Let L be a local regular language and h(w)= ŵ forw ∈ X∗. Then h(L) is regular if and only if for any q ∈ Q,
|L ∩ q∗| =∞ implies that q is palindrome.
Corollary 34. Let h(w)= ŵ for w ∈ X∗ and q ∈ X+. Then h(q∗) is regular-free if and only if q is not palindrome.
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Corollary 33 shows that there exists a local regular language L such that h(L) is regular whereas Corollary 34 shows that
there exists a local regular language L such that h(L) is regular-free. This is different from the two extreme cases of word-paired
catenations with respect to the identity mapping and the complement mapping shown before.
8. Concluding remarks
The originalmotivation for studyingword-paired catenations of languages is derived from the ordered catenations of languages.
In this case, total orders of related languages must be deﬁned before going further. In the case, of word-paired catenations, a
mapping h provides a natural description of the relations between words in the related languages. This removes the requirement
of total orders and provides the variety of ordered catenations.
In this paper, we started out with an investigation of the word-paired catenations with respect to an order-preserving mapping.
It turns out that many properties of languages, which cannot be obtained by using the notion of ordered catenations, are derived
now. Furthermore, we showed that many kinds of mappings can be applied to the study of word-paired catenations and regular
languages.
LetG=(V ,X, P, S) be a context-free grammar, whereV={S} andP={S → u1Sv1, S → u2Sv2, . . . , S → unSvn, S → 1}
with ui, vi ∈ X+ for 1 i n. Let A={u1, u2, . . . , un} and B={v1, v2, . . . , vn}. It is shown that if A is a maximal code and B
is a sufﬁx code, or A is a preﬁx code and B is a maximal code, then L= L(G) is a disjunctive context-free language [11]. Note
that this grammar is a contextual grammar. For a word w, let wR denote the reverse of w, i.e., wR = ŵ. Let Y ={a1, a2, . . . , an}
be an alphabet. If we deﬁne two homomorphisms h1 and h2 from Y ∗ to X∗ by h1(ai)= ui and h2(ai)= vRi , respectively, and
let h(w)= (h2(h−11 (w)))R, then L(G)= h(A∗). This illuminates a relationship between word-paired catenations and internal
contextual grammars. The connection of contextual grammars and word-paired operations is left for further researches. For more
details of contextual grammars, one is referred to [2].
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